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Povzetek 
Frustracija, odziv na prepreko pri doseganju želenega cilja, je fenomen, prisoten tako pri ljudeh 

kot tudi pri nečloveških živalih in predvsem proučevan v psihologiji (pri prvih) oziroma v etologiji 

(pri drugih). Ker obe disciplini proučujeta različne vidike in imata različne perspektive, obe nudita 

dva različna teoretska modela vzrokov in funkcije frustracije, vendar empirično delo do sedaj 

nikoli ni združevalo znanja obeh.  

Da bi razrešil neujemanja v obstoječih empiričnih raziskavah, na podlagi nedavnih študij 

predlagam uporabo takšnega združevalnega pristopa, ki premošča psihologijo in etologijo. Pri tem 

postavljam ključno trditev, ki jo imenujem hipoteza razločevanja. Ta pravi, da neujemanja izvirajo 

iz neločevanja dveh različnih vzrokov frustracije, ki povzročata različne afektivne odzive; in sicer 

kršitve pričakovanja nagrade in nezmožnosti uspešnega končanja naloge (in povzročata vztrajnost 

odzivov oziroma vztrajnost cilja). Dodatno zatrjujem, da frustracija spodbuja izvirno reševanje 

problemov skozi vztrajnost, in končno, da imata z evolucijskega vidika frustracija in vztrajnost 

adaptabilno vrednost. 

Da bi hipotezo razločevanja preveril empirično, sem zasnoval eksperiment, ki sem ga izvedel na 

skupini navadnih krokarjev (Corvus corax), pri čemer sem eksperimentalni načrt prevzel in 

prilagodil iz nedavne študije, opravljene na severnoameriških vevericah (Sciurus niger). 

Osredotočena je na škatlo, ki se jo da odpreti na dva različna načina. Rezultati so pokazali močno 

empirično podporo za hipotezo razločevanja, toda učinki frustracije in vztrajnosti na kreativno 

reševanje problemov ostajajo nejasni. 

Ključne besede 
 
frustracija, hipoteza razločevanja, navadni krokarji, reševanje problemov, vztrajnost  

  



 

Abstract 
Frustration, the response to a blockage in attainment of a desired goal, is present in humans and 

non-human animals alike, and primarily studied by two different disciplines (psychology and 

ethology) for each respective group. By studying different aspects and having different 

perspectives, each of the two disciplines offer unique theoretical models of frustration causes and 

function, however empirical research to date never integrated knowledge from both.  

Based on recent publications, I propose that such an integrative approach should be taken, bridging 

psychology and ethology, in order to resolve some of the discrepancies in existing empirical 

studies. My core assertion (which I call the distinction hypothesis) is that they originate from a 

failure to distinguish two different causes for frustration, which prompt different affective 

responses; namely, violation of reward expectancy and failure to complete the task (prompting 

response and goal persistence, respectively). Additionally, I also assert that frustration facilitates 

novel problem solving through persistence, and finally, that frustration and persistence have 

adaptive value from an evolutionary point of view. 

To test the distinction hypothesis empirically, I have conducted an experiment with a group of 

common ravens (Corvus corax), adapting the experimental design from a recent study done on fox 

squirrels (Sciurus niger). It is centered around a box apparatus which I designed to be opened in 

two possible ways. The results showed strong empirical support for the distinction hypothesis, but 

the effects of frustration and persistence on novel problem solving remain unclear. 
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1 Introduction 
Frustration is commonly defined by psychology as an emotional response to attainment of a 

desired goal being obstructed or blocked. It is commonly linked to aggression, fear, anger and 

disappointment. Although primarily studied in humans, frustration is ubiquitous in the animal 

kingdom, at least among vertebrates (Vindas et al., 2014). In non-human animals (referred to as 

‘animals’ from here on), it is studied by ethology, which defines frustration as a behavioral 

response as opposed to an emotional one. Despite the difference in definitions, both disciplines 

arguably study the same phenomenon, but there are other, considerable differences in their 

approaches.  

It has been proposed (Wong, 1979) that the aforementioned definition of frustration might be too 

broad and encompass two similar, but functionally distinct phenomena. However, to understand 

why this is a problem, we need to familiarize ourselves with the current literature on the topic of 

frustration and understand the fundamental differences in formulations, assumptions and 

approaches of the two different disciplines dealing with this subject. 

In the first part of the first chapter, I will first present one of the most prominent psychological 

theories on frustration and some of its crucial concepts, then I will shortly examine how and why 

psychology defines the concept of frustration. The second part of the first chapter will provide a 

brief overview of ethological research on the same subject and show some of the divergences in 

approaches of both disciplines. Finally, the ethological concept of frustration as persistence will 

be introduced. 

The third chapter will elaborate some of the problems and shortcomings in each of the two 

disciplines’ approaches to frustration. With my research goal of resolving some of the apparent 

issues presented, the remainder of that same chapter will be dedicated a proposition of an 

interdisciplinary approach to the problem, grounded in an assertion that there’s a distinction 

between two different phenomena, both known under the label of frustration. This assertion will 

provide a testable hypothesis (which I call the distinction hypothesis) and the subsequent chapters 

will present an experimental study I have done on a group of common ravens (Corvus corax) 

designed to test this hypothesis. In the final chapters, the hypothesis and predictions established 

will be examined in light of the empirical results.  
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. 

1.1 Frustration in Human Psychology 
1.1.1 Frustration-Aggression Hypothesis 
In human psychology, the Frustration-aggression hypothesis (FAH) is undoubtedly the most 

prominent theory on subject of frustration; it was proposed by Dollard et al. in 1939 and then 

continuously developed throughout the 20th century. It mostly describes frustration as a blockage 

in attainment of a goal and as a precursor and cause of aggression. It describes aggression as a 

mechanism for dealing with the source of frustration, either by dealing with it directly, or when 

that is not possible, by scapegoating and displaced aggression towards other, unrelated targets. 

The FAH ascribes a predominantly social function to this mechanism: engaging in aggression 

towards a presumed frustrating party might facilitate the resolution of the problem faced by the 

organism, while in the case of scapegoating it might simply provide a cathartic outlet (Lawson, 

1965). 

In the decade after Dollard’s initial publication, the FA hypothesis faced some criticism 

(Berkowitz, 1989), especially on account of its sweeping statements, for example that “aggression 

is always a consequence of frustration”. Despite these, the basic definitions and assertions of the 

hypothesis remained unchanged throughout the decades until today, although there have been 

some notable adjustments. 

Perhaps most importantly, Pastore (1952) introduced the idea that frustration causes aggression 

only in cases where the frustration is caused by “illegitimate thwartings” or “illegitimate causes”, 

an assertion repeated by Cohen in 1955. In other words, aggression is elicited by frustrating 

situations that are perceived to be random or arbitrary, as opposed to non-arbitrary. Take Pastore’s 

study as a practical example: the subjects are waiting for a bus at the bus stop and the bus passes 

by without stopping. If there seems to be an apparent reason for this (for example, bus having a 

sign saying it is garage-bound), subjects will report feeling frustrated, but little or no anger or 

aggression. However, if the bus passes the stop arbitrarily, for seemingly no reason, subjects will 

report anger as well. 

To put it in other words, Pastore and Cohen’s assertion is that frustration only elicits aggressive 

emotions in situations where barriers to goal attainment are unexpected and seemingly arbitrary 

(worth noting that they treat frustration as a feeling or an emotion, even though that’s not how it 
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was originally defined by FAH). And while they tested and presented this idea mostly in the social 

domain, it is not based on any particular social component and appears to be applicable to other 

aspects of organism’s life as well. This revision of the FAH is generally still accepted today 

(Berkowitz, 2014) and is an important point I will return to later. 

Later additions to the FA hypothesis mostly focused on frustration in the context of human social 

interactions. The refinements in the 80s (Berkowitz, 1989) introduced the concept of perceived 

deliberate interferences by other parties, that is to say, that frustration only led to anger and 

aggression in situations where subjects felt that another person purposefully caused barriers in 

their goal attainment to hurt them. These propositions confined FA to a social domain, and while 

a more nuanced approach might be appropriate for studying the phenomenon in that domain, it 

arguably brings little or no value to study of frustration, its origin and functions in a more general 

way. 

Although the link between frustrating scenarios and aggression is backed up by a convincing 

number of empirical studies, there is surprisingly little consensus on the overall validity of the FA 

hypothesis (Marcus-Newhall, 2000). Several other hypotheses and frameworks, while less 

prominent, have been also proposed, suggesting seemingly inconsistent consequences of 

frustration (Amsel, 1992), ranging from extinction to novel problem solving. 

1.1.2 Frustration as an Emotion 
One of the peculiarities of the FA hypothesis is that it does not formulate frustration as an emotion, 

but rather as an external event. While its original authors have been consistent in this definition, 

most of the subsequent work based on FAH was not. Definitions vary from organism’s internal 

response to an external event (Amsel, 1958) to simply emotion (Lewis, Haviland-Jones & Barrett, 

2010), but virtually almost all studies and most theoretical works treat frustration as an internal 

event. 

This notion of frustration as an emotion appears to originate from folk psychology - even when 

proponents of FAH did studies based on it, they often relied on self-reports from their subjects, 

which usually described frustration in their own, subjective terms and virtually always as a 

negative feeling (Bandura, 1973). In fact, most empirical psychological studies I could find on the 

topic of frustration relied to some extent on such subjective self-reports (Pastore, 1952; Cohen, 

1955; Lazarus, 1966; Bandura, 1973; Kulik & Brown, 1979). 
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Indeed, whether deliberately, or more likely, organically, the generally accepted definition of 

frustration in psychology seems to have shifted from Dollard’s precise behavioristic definition in 

the FAH to align with a more folk psychology concept of a negative emotion or a feeling. 

If we return to Pastore and Cohen’s “illegitimate causes” addition to FAH for a moment, this 

assumption of frustration as an emotion experienced by the organism is critical. If frustration were 

merely defined in terms of external causes and/or elicited behavioral responses, we would be 

talking about two different phenomena. After all, the process of an arbitrary event that causes 

aggression is arguably different from the process of a non-arbitrary event that does not. By taking 

the subjective component, emotion (which would appear to be the same in both cases) into the 

account, this need for separate definitions disappears in this case1. 

1.2 Frustration in Ethology 

1.2.1 Overview 
The field of ethology has been, and in many ways still remains, much more rooted in the tradition 

of behavioral research (as opposed to the cognitivist paradigm of psychology), which greatly 

influences the way animal emotions, frustration included, are conceptualized and researched (Paul, 

Harding & Mendl, 2005). 

As ethological research of animals does not rely on self-reporting (for obvious reasons), it also 

tends to focus on emotions a lot less, and when it does, it usually describes emotions in terms of 

produced behavior as opposed to experiential events. It is worth noting that the term emotion is 

nevertheless widely used in ethology – however, it usually implies a set of behaviors as opposed 

to a set of experiences. Unlike in psychology, there is also a strong emphasis on evolutionary value 

(also known as adaptive value) of various behaviors. All of this applies to research of frustration 

as well – it is treated as a behavioral, rather than emotional response. 

Research on frustration in animals dates back to 1942 when Finch performed a study on a group 

of common chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) to identify their frustration responses (which turned 

out to be kicks and punches to the walls of their cages when denied access to expected food 

                                                
 
1 This is, of course, based on the assumption that frustration with aggression and frustration without 
it are the same emotion, which is partly again a game of definitions, but partly also a lack of 
phenomenological and physiological research on the subject. 
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reinforcement). Two decades later, Azrin et al. (1966) performed an experimental study on a group 

of laboratory pigeons (Columba Livia) in which they got food reinforcement in exchange for 

pecking on a key (when this food reinforcement was omitted, the aggression toward their 

conspecifics increased). Since then, similar frustration behaviors have been demonstrated, among 

others, in rats (Antonitis, 1955), human children (Stifter & Grant, 1993), squirrels (Delgado & 

Jacobs, 2016), and even fishes (Vindas et al., 2014) – showing that frustration is ubiquitous not 

only in mammals and birds, but all vertebrates. 

It should be noted that in my literature review I came across no study of frustration in animals in 

which the concept of “illegitimate causes” from psychology has been applied. Most experimental 

setups involve a ‘frustrating’ test condition, virtually always an omission of food reward, being 

compared to the control condition, but they do not assign much significance to how this omission 

happens – for example whether it is through extinction or through blockage. 

The vast majority of frustration focused studies in ethology tend to use extinction of food reward 

for a completed task as a frustrating test condition and most report some sort of aggressive or 

aroused behavior to have been elicited. However, there are some that tried to elicit frustration 

through an insoluble task, done in rats (De Valois, 1954; Maier, 1956; Wong, 1979), where 

subjects displayed behavior fixation and little to no aggression, a seemingly important distinction. 

Finally, despite ethology’s approach to studying behaviors as evolutionarily adaptive traits, no 

adaptive function of frustration has been offered or tested in an empirical setting so far (Delgado 

& Jacobs, 2016). 

1.2.2 Persistence 
Despite little support for adaptive function of frustration in empirical studies, prominent theoretical 

ethological work on frustration and its function has been published by Wong (1979). He proposes 

a framework called Frustration-Exploration hypothesis (FEH), which states that from an 

evolutionary perspective, the adaptive value in the behavioral responses of frustration is that they 

facilitate persistence, an affective mechanism for finding creative novel solutions to reach the 

attained goal. Persistence, to state it simply, is a continuation of pursuing a goal despite the absence 

of expected reinforcement. 

Wong notes that we should distinguish between two types of persistence: response persistence is 

an animal’s continued repetition of the same behaviors, even when these might no longer be 
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productive in reaching the goal, while goal persistence refers to a diversification of behavioral 

responses, leading to exploration and a possible discovery of new solutions to the problem.  

The main concept behind this idea is that introducing variability through means of randomness 

offers a wider range of behaviors to be tested and then eliminated (in case of negative response) 

or reinforced (in case of a positive one). Although such a stochastic, trial-and-error approach to 

problem solving might seem simplistic, there is theoretical merit to it (Ramsey, Bastian, & van 

Schaik, 2007).  

Firstly, animals in the wild may face predictable problems with relatively little variation – and in 

such cases even smaller adjustments by increasing variation of previously unsuccessful behavior 

might yield success (Wong, 1979); more complex cognitive mechanisms for solving novel 

problems might then in comparison be unnecessary or even too expensive in terms of resources. 

Secondly, stochastic (that is, randomness-based) methods are some of the most successful 

approaches to finding novel solutions for various computational and optimization problems in 

computer science as well as in its applications (Boussaïd, Lepagnot & Siarry, 2013). 

In the last decade, ethological studies in finches (Tebbich, Sterelny & Teschke, 2010), hyenas 

(Benson-Amram & Holekamp, 2012), and meerkats (Thornton & Samson, 2012) have 

demonstrated that the greater the variability of an individual animal’s exploratory behaviors, the 

greater its success in (novel) problem solving. These findings, combined with the aforementioned 

idea that frustration facilitates a diversification of behaviors and production of novel ones, give 

credibility to the argument that frustration essentially functions to increase an organism’s success 

in goal attainment.  
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2 Problems, Hypotheses, and Goals 

2.1 An Interdisciplinary Approach to Frustration and Persistence 

While human psychology and ethology differ in their basic conceptualizations of frustration (as an 

emotion and as a behavioral response, respectively), they arguably study the same phenomena 

despite this difference. I assert that a definition that is applicable to most frustration studies from 

either of them would be as follows: “Frustration is a response of an organism to a blockage in 

attainment of a desired goal”. 

I also propose that such a definition is too broad and does not encompass sufficient context about 

the cause of such a blockage. While in psychology this had been an important point of many 

different studies influenced by Pastore and Cohen’s ‘illegitimate causes’ explanation, it had been 

ignored so far in ethological studies. If understanding the nature of the cause of frustration is 

crucial to understanding the elicited behavioral response, then at least from an ethologist point of 

view, we are mixing up two distinct phenomena under the same definition. If that is true, such a 

definition should therefore be split and refined accordingly. 

Then, there is the issue of function and adaptive value – to understand how frustration developed 

it would be imperative to first understand how it aids an animal to survive and persevere. Although 

there is a wealth of literature on subject of frustration in human psychology, it is mostly descriptive 

and studies frustration in terms of causes, behavior and effects. On the other hand, very little of it 

deals with its origins or instrumental value. While the FAH does propose the function of 

frustration; to cause an ‘instrumental aggression’ or ‘catharsis by scapegoating’ (Lawson, 1965) it 

fails to provide a set of testable hypotheses or have any meaningful empirical support (Anderson 

& Bushman, 2002). Even if it did, the explanation is only provided for the social domain and fails 

to explain frustration function in an organism’s dealing with the inanimate world.  

Emotions as a whole are commonly a subject of evolutionary psychology (Lewis, Haviland-Jones 

& Barrett, 2010), which does deal with adaptive values of individual emotions and the behaviors 

they elicit, however I came across no studies, empirically verifiable or not, that focused on 

frustration specifically. 

On the other hand, ethology already has a well-developed (if empirically untested) theoretical 

framework proposing an explanation for the survival mechanism of frustration, namely the 
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Frustration-Exploration hypothesis (Wong, 1979) mentioned in the introduction. The FEH does 

not need to replace FAH, but can rather complement it. It specifically focuses on function and 

adaptive value of frustration. Most importantly, its concept of frustration as persistence, an 

affective (as opposed to cognitive) mechanism of facilitating exploration, problem solving and 

learning, is empirically testable. 

My goal in this study has been to take a holistic approach to studying the phenomena of frustration, 

integrating theoretical knowledge and important concepts from both psychology (illegitimate 

causes) and ethology (persistence), and to test these theoretical propositions experimentally. 

2.2 The Distinction Hypothesis 
In order to integrate the concept of illegitimate causes with ethology and animals, it needs to be 

reframed into less anthropocentric terms first. The concept of legitimacy might not be applicable 

in animals, but we can at the very least distinguish between internal (‘non-arbitrary’) and external 

(arbitrary) causes of frustration.  

I propose that an example of internal cause might be an animal not being able to complete task 

which otherwise results in a reward and an example of an external, arbitrary cause would be an 

animal finishing the task, but not being rewarded for it. 

Crucially, the two causes are distinguished by one important difference: the violation of reward 

expectancy. An animal not being rewarded for the completion of its task would have this 

expectancy violated, while an an animal not completing the task would not.   

My assertion here is that the distinction between violating the reward expectancy and not violating 

it is essentially equivalent to the distinction between arbitrary and non-arbitrary causes as stated 

by Pastore and Cohen (Berkowitz, 1989). Even if the reader disagrees with this analogy, they might 

at the very least still agree that some sort of a distinction between internal and external causes exist 

and might elicit different behavioral responses.  

In order to be able to test whether this distinction holds empirically, I conservatively formulated 

what I call the distinction hypothesis. It is stated as following:  

“The animals’ response to not being rewarded for a completed task is behaviorally and 

functionally different to the response of not being able to complete the task.” 
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2.3 The Empirical Approach 

2.3.1 Goals 
The two main research goals of this work were finding out whether the proposed distinction of 

frustration responses is a valid one and whether such responses play any roles in problem solving 

and learning. 

I chose to base my study on a paper by Delgado & Jacobs (2016), in which they explored various 

behavioral responses to inaccessible food reward in wild fox squirrels (Scirius niger). They did so 

by designing a task revolving around squirrels opening a box to retrieve the food reward within. 

In the test condition the reward would then be either replaced with a less desirable one, omitted 

completely, or the box would be locked (essentially making it an insoluble task).  

They found significant differences in behavioral responses to test condition in comparison with 

control trials, mostly in terms of increased interactions with the box and increased variability of 

behaviors. Although the authors proposed that frustration might play a role in learning new 

behavior, no empirical evidence was produced for this claim. Additionally, authors did not 

distinguish different ‘kinds’ of frustration or compare behaviors in different test condition to each 

other. 

My study was not a replication of theirs, but was still heavily based on it. As per my research goals 

I omitted the less desirable reward condition (as it does not play a role in the distinction hypothesis) 

and introduced a hidden alternative solution to the box opening problem, which was always 

available, even in the locked condition (provided a solution for the insoluble task). For the subject 

species, I chose common ravens (Corvus corax), which were one of the animal species available 

to me at the Department of Cognitive Biology at University of Vienna, where I conducted this 

study. 

2.3.2 Common Ravens 
Common ravens are the largest songbird species, widely distributed across the Northern 

Hemisphere. They live predominantly in rural areas in large social groups with high fission-fusion 

dynamics, meaning that their social groups are prone to constant change. Friendly affiliate bonds 

with other individual conspecifics are important in raven social life for survival and reproductive 

success (Braun & Bugnyar, 2012; Figure 1). Ravens are a scavenging species and cache the excess 
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of their food and food contested by their conspecifics (Bungyar & Kotrschal, 2002), being able to 

remember up to 25 or more different cache locations (Bugnyar, Stoewe & Heinrich, 2007). In the 

last decade, they have been demonstrated to possess other, more complex cognitive abilities as 

well (among others perspective taking, role understanding, planning ahead). These abilities put 

them on par with many primate species (Güntürkün & Bugnyar, 2016). 

Their cognitive abilities were only the first out of three principal reason why they were chosen as 

the subject species. Secondly, an ongoing study at our department has been very successful in 

evoking a wide range of arousal responses (or ‘emotional responses’) in these animals.  

Finally, successfully reproducing the results of Delgado & Jacobs in a non-mammal species would 

allow me to make a stronger case for frustration and persistence as evolutionary adaptations, by 

employing methods of comparative biology, more specifically, by referring to convergent 

evolution. 

Figure 1: A pair of common ravens preening socially; preening is the avian equivalent of a 
behavior known as grooming in mammals (photo credit: Deidre Lantz)  
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Participants 
The participants in the experiment were a group of 13 captive common ravens. Although I hoped 

to train and test all of the 19 ravens available at the Haidlhof research station, various factors 

ranging from logistical problems to ravens' moods and breeding seasons made testing and 

especially training the animals a difficult task, spanning most of the spring and summer. The final 

sample includes 5 males and 8 females, ranging from 2 up to 4 years of age. Some of the ravens 

were in breeding pairs, living alone with their partner in separate compartment, while the 

remaining lived in a larger, single group of non-breeders. The individuals are distinguished by 

their different colored rings. 

 

Table 1: Ravens participating in the study that successfully completed the experiments. * Denotes 
ravens who participated in the early pilot study. 
Participant Sex Status 

Adele * female breeder 

Aramis male non-breeder 

Astrid * female breeder 

Bobby female non-breeder 

George male non-breeder 

Joey female breeder 

Louise female breeder 

Martha female non-breeder 

Munia female non-breeder 

Nobel female non-breeder 

Paul male breeder 

Rocky male breeder 

Rufus * male breeder 
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3.2 Location 
The experiments were conducted at the Haidlhof research station in Bad Vöslau, Lower Austria, 

where the ravens are housed. The research station is operating since 2010 and is co-owned by the 

University of Vienna and the Veterinary Medicine University of Vienna. The birds there are 

housed in outdoor aviaries (see Figure 2) which are separated into smaller compartments, sliding 

doors of which can be opened and closed as necessary for logistical and experimental purposes. 

Compartments are only separated by wire mesh (which also serves as the roof).  

  
Figure 2: The ground plan for the Haidlhof research station. Ravens are housed in the aviaries 
marked by the dark gray rectangles on the left (image credit: Haidlhof research station) 
 

Each aviary is also equipped with at least one experimental chamber, a special compartment 

purposely built for conducting experiments, which has three solid walls and a covered roof instead. 

The remaining mesh wall is facing outward, so that the inside cannot be seen from other 

compartments or aviaries. Each chamber is usually a normal compartment where birds are free to 

come and go, and has higher platforms for them to perch on, but lacks otherwise stimulating plants 

or items. 

The experimental chambers in breeder aviaries are single rooms with an area of 12 m2 and a height 

of 5 m. The wire mesh wall has a sliding door to the aviary hallway for experimenter to enter and 

leave the chamber. In the non-breeder aviary, the experimental compartment has four smaller 
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rooms separated by wire mesh surrounding the main chamber, which has an area of 9 m2 and a 

height of 4 m (Figure 3). 

I have conducted this experiment in both the breeder and the non-breeder experimental chambers 

(with breeding and non-breeding birds, respectively; see Table 1). 

 
Figure 3: On the left upper platforms in the non-breeder experimental chamber, on the right, its 
floor as recorded by experiment cameras 
 

3.3 Equipment 
The testing apparatus (Figure 4) has been designed entirely by me and built by the research 

station’s technicians. The apparatus is made out of wood (for opacity and ease of construction) 

and consists of a box centered on a wooden board for stability. The box’s dimensions are 10 cm x 

10 cm x 15 cm and it has two openings on opposing sides. One of the openings contains a drawer 

with a piece of metal wire as a handle and which can be pulled out. The other is covered by a hatch 

attached on a horizontal axis and either pushed in or pulled out to access box’s interior. There are 

no visual cues that this hatch exists when closed. Both these mechanisms of opening can be 

fastened shut with screws attached through the bottom of the box. 
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The experiments were filmed with a pair of high-resolution cameras placed on tripods outside of 

the experimental chamber, through the wire mesh. Additionally, I carried a voice recorder to record 

participants’ behavior and a stopwatch to time the trials appropriately.  

 

 
Figure 4: On the far left, the drawer with a piece of food; on the right, the drawer and the hatch 
in open and closed states 

 

3.4 Procedure 

3.4.1 Training 
Before the experiments began, the subjects were trained to open the box apparatus and retrieve the 

food reward within by pulling out the drawer; during training, the back hatch was locked and 

couldn’t be accidentally discovered. 

As common ravens are a highly neophobic species (Kijne & Kotrschal, 2002), the first part of 

training needed to be done was habituation to the new box apparatus. In the beginning, I placed 

the box in the aviary and put dry cat food pellets (a desirable treat) on and around it for 15 minute 

sessions. Once ravens began approaching the box (Figure 5) and eventually interacting with it, I 

would start separating them and training them individually in the experimental chambers. 
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In individual sessions, I would leave the drawer pulled out each time I put in the food pellet and 

would replace it immediately after it was eaten. Once they got comfortable collecting the pellet 

from the drawer, I would push the drawer in more and more. Eventually, the ravens would have to 

manipulate and pull the drawer slightly to reach the reward. This would continue until the 

individual would regularly open the fully closed drawer. I would consider the raven trained when 

they would open and retrieve the food reward (Figure 6) from a fully closed drawer at least 10 

times in a row, when alone with me in the experimental chamber. 

Training was the most time-consuming part of the study by far, requiring around 100-150 total 

hours to finish for all the participants, spanning 6 months from January to July 2016. Although 

time spent with each bird individually was not recorded (and would be hard to do so, given the 

mixed group/individual training approach), from the beginning to reaching testing criteria it took 

each individual around 5 – 15 hours, with some requiring as little as 15 minutes (Astrid, Joey) and 

one requiring as much as 30 hours (Martha).  

Figure 5: Breeding pair Louise and Paul in the initial habituation phase of the training 
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3.4.2 Testing 
Each subject underwent four experimental sessions, separated by at least a day – the second and 

fourth sessions consisted of six only control trials, whereas the first and third sessions had four 

pre-test control trials, followed by a test trial and finally, a post-test control trial. In a control trial, 

the food reward was present, and both mechanisms of opening were unlocked. In a test trial, one 

of the test conditions was applied – either the food reward was missing (no reward condition) or 

the drawer was locked (blocked drawer condition). Each subject was exposed to both test 

conditions, with the order counterbalanced across subjects and randomly determined (see Tables 

2 and 3). If a subject failed to retrieve the food reward in a pre-test control trial, the session was 

terminated and repeated on a later day. This didn’t apply to the last, sixth trial of either second or 

fourth session. 

Although studies in pigeons (Azrin et al., 1966) and squirrels (Delgado & Jacobs, 2016) asserted 

that around 10 control trials were enough to establish an expectation of a reward in the participant, 

my experience through trial-and-error during training showed that sessions that were that long 

were difficult to carry out (due to satiation, loss of interest, or simply higher possibility of an 

external interruption) and that 4 pre-test trials still sufficed to establish an apparent expectancy of 

reward, and were still feasible to do. 

The food reward was either a 1/16th of a Frolic brand dog food pellet, which is an even more 

desirable treat than cat food pellets used during training. For some of the birds, a similarly sized 

piece of cheese was used instead (as they responded better - or only - to it in training). The food 

reward stayed the same for an individual subject, to avoid changing the quality of reward which 

might affect the results (Delgado & Jacobs, 2016). 

During the experiments, I collected behavioral data (physical interactions with the box apparatus, 

environment, vocalizations, self-directed behaviors, etc.), using cameras and the voice recorder 

simultaneously (as the cameras, being focused on the box on the ground, only partially covered 

the chamber). The detailed ethogram can be read in Table 4. 

For each trial, I set up the box (cleaned, put in food, locked as per trial condition, etc.) outside of 

the experimental chamber, in sight of the participant through the wire mesh. However, I made sure 

to conceal the actual contents of the box from their view. In the no reward condition, I still smeared 

the drawer with the food reward in order to account for possible odor cues. 
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Then, I would step in the chamber, place the box on the predetermined position on the ground, and 

move to the corner of the room where I would stand still and not interact with the participant.  For 

the duration of the trial, I would note the participant’s behavior (as per the ethogram) out loud for 

the voice recorder. I would start the stopwatch when the participant begins interacting with the box 

and end the trial after 1 minute of them retrieving the reward in control condition (otherwise 2 

minutes after opening the drawer or the hatch in the ‘no reward’ and 2-3 minutes after retrieving 

reward or losing interest in ‘blocked drawer’). Afterwards I would retrieve the drawer and the box 

and leave the experimental chamber. 

 
Figure 6: George pulling open the drawer and retrieving the food reward in a control trial 
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Table 2: A visualization of the experimental trial order for every participant 

1st session 2nd session 3rd session 4th session 

control control control control 

control control control control 

control control control control 

control control control control 

1st test condition control 2nd test condition control 

post-test control control post-test control control 

 

Table 3: The order of test conditions per subject, generated randomly using the 
www.random.org’s List Randomizer (https://www.random.org/lists/) 

Participant 1st condition 2nd condition Participant 1st condition 2nd condition 

Adele no reward blocked drawer Martha blocked drawer no reward 

Aramis no reward blocked drawer Munia blocked drawer no reward 

Astrid blocked drawer no reward Nobel no reward blocked drawer 

Bobby blocked drawer no reward Paul blocked drawer no reward 

George no reward blocked drawer Rocky no reward blocked drawer 

Joey no reward blocked drawer Rufus no reward blocked drawer 

Louise blocked drawer no reward    
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4 Data Analysis 
 

 
Figure 7: Paul standing on top of the testing apparatus and engaging in dominance display 

 

4.1 Coding behavior 
Turning behavior into analyzable data turned out to be a challenge. In an effort to avoid subjective 

interpretations of raven behavior and to make my study reproducible by others, I first wrote an 

ethogram (see Table 4) that strictly defined various raven actions and behaviors. When none of the 

behaviors in the ethogram is occurring, I consider the participant to be idle. This includes passive 

behaviors such as standing on top of object, perching on various branches and platforms, walking 

on the ground and looking around. 
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After the experiments I used the Solomon Coder software (version 16.06.26) to code the behavior 

from videos produced by both cameras and from the commentary on the voice recorder. I chose to 

code at the temporal resolution of 0,5 seconds per unit, which sufficed for even the shortest 

behavior events. Although the cameras and voice recorder were running for the entire length of 

each session, I only coded the behavior during trials, which I defined (for this purpose) to start 

when I set the testing apparatus on the floor and end when I pick it up again. Behavior between 

trials has not been coded.  

Table 4: Ethogram of participants’ behaviors, used for commentary during the testing and 
subsequent coding of behavior. Colors denote groupings. The behaviors in LIGHT GRAY were 
grouped under ‘environment-directed behaviors’ and the behaviors in GRAY were grouped under 
‘self-directed behaviors’ 
Behavior Definition 
Box: drawer interaction Participant is touching the drawer with their beak. This 

includes pecks, pulls and pushes, as well as carrying it 
around. 

Box: hatch interaction Participant is touching the hatch with their beak, either by 
pecking, holding, or pulling OR any manipulations of box 
interior by pushing their head through the hatch (including 
touching the drawer). 

Box: looking inside When at least one box opening is open, participant lowers 
their head and turns their head to the side so that their eye 
faces the interior of the box (through said opening).  

Box: other All other active interactions and manipulations of the box or 
its board with the participant’s beak. Includes pecking, 
pushing, and pulling. 

Beak brushing The participant brushes their beak against an object in the 
environment, usually a wall or a branch, alternating 
between brushing its left and right sides. 

Dominance display The participant fluffs up the feathers on their neck and head, 
extends their wings slightly and vocalizes with short, deep 
grunts and exhales, the body is fully extended (see Figure 
7). 

Drinking water The participant drinks water from the provided water bowl. 
Eating food The participant eats a piece of food (either reward a while 

after retrieving it or leftover food remains on the floor). 
Fluffing up The participant shakes their head and fluffs up feathers on 

their entire body. 
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Preening The participant touches their feathers or legs using their 
beak. Also includes scratching their head with one of the 
legs. Avian equivalent of grooming. 

Singing Any vocalizations (including grunts and growls) made when 
the participant is not making a dominance display.2 

Caching / Digging Participant is on the ground, using their beak to dig in the 
dirt. Includes caching where they store a piece of food and 
cover it with dirt. 

Environment interaction Participant manipulates an object in the environment that is 
not the testing apparatus, the wall, the wire mesh, or the 
researcher. 

Researcher interaction Participant interacts with the researcher by pecking or 
pulling at them or their clothing. Also includes perching on 
them. 

Wall interaction Participant touches the wall or any of the solid doors in the 
experimental chamber using their beak. 

Wire mesh interaction Participant touches the wire mesh in the experimental 
chamber using their beak. 

Flying The participant is flying. 
Retrieving reward The participant retrieves the food reward from the box. 

 

 

  

                                                
 
2 Common ravens have very distinct food and alert calls (Bugnyar et al., 2001). Although very few 
of these were present during experiments, I opted not to interpret them and count them under 
singing. 
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4.2 Statistical Analysis 
Before the statistical analysis, I first processed the raw data from the Solomon coding sheets and 

trial outcomes using the Python programming language (version 3.5) and a Python module, Pandas 

(McKinney, 2010). The actual statistical tests were run in IBM SPPS (version 24).  

4.2.1 Effect of Test Condition on Post-test Control Performance 

In order to compare the effect of being faced with a frustrating test condition on the performance 

in the post-test control trials, I checked whether the participants’ interacted with the test apparatus 

in the last control trial of each session. Then I grouped these binary values according to the 

previous test condition (‘blocked drawer’, ‘no reward’, control). Pearson’s Chi-Squared test 

couldn’t be used due to the low sample size, so I resorted to using the Extended Fisher’s Exact 

Probabilities test for 3x2 contingency tables (Freeman-Halton, 1951). 

4.2.2 Effect of Alternative Solution Knowledge on ‘Blocked Drawer’ Success 

To check the assertion that previous knowledge of the hatch positively affects the participants’ 

ability to solve the problem of retrieving the food reward in the blocked drawer condition, I used 

the one-tailed Fisher’s Exact Probability test, due to the very low sample size. 

4.2.3 Behavior 

For analyzing coded behavior, I decided to take the simplest possible measure: the mean duration 

of individual behavioral events (see Table 5), to compare it over across both test conditions as well 

as the control. 

As noted in the ethogram, I have decided to group self- and environment-directed behaviors in 

their two respective groups (treating a group as a single kind of behavior). This was on one hand 

because these behaviors are secondary to my interest in the experiment, and on the other to account 

for the variability of behavior across different participants, which tend to have different 

personalities and different behavioral patterns. 
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Table 5: A mean duration time was calculated for each behavior across all control trials (in 
LIGHT GRAY), to account for inter-trial and inter-session variability. As there was only one trial 
per  test condition, the mean duration time of behaviors in those was equal to their absolute times 

control control control control 

control control control control 

control control control control 

control control control control 

1st test condition control 2nd test condition control 

post-test control control post-test control control 

 

For the measure of mean behavior duration to be valid, they needed to be sampled from comparable 

time periods. As trials varied in length, I decided to only include the first 60 seconds of each trial 

(for this purpose the start of the trial was a participant’s first interaction with the box). This might 

seem like a blunt measure and we lose some data with it, but I assert that it’s more robust than 

other corrections that have been considered (for example, normalizing trial lengths and behavior 

durations might not account for some hidden absolute factors like loss of interest), and was 

adequate for the purposes of this study. 

Finally, the means were compared across the test conditions using a one-way repeated-measures 

ANOVA, using the Bonferroni correction for the post hoc tests. As the data often didn’t pass the 

test of sphericity, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied across all tests.  
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5 Results 

5.1 Trial outcomes 
Altogether 298 trials have been performed over 50 different experimental sessions. The mean 

duration of an average control trial was 77.95 ± 17.70s, for the no reward condition it went up to 

183.27 ± 27.29s and topped with the blocked drawer condition at 248.96 ± 75.61s. The inter-trial 

interval (the time it took me to leave the experimental chamber, set-up the test apparatus and start 

the next trial) was 41.35 ± 13.88s. 

In the blocked drawer condition, 4 out of 13 participants found an alternative solution to opening 

the box and retrieved the food reward through the back hatch, a 30.7% success rate. That being 

said, 10 out of 13 participants have discovered and opened the back hatch at some point during 

testing (76.9%). The food reward has been retrieved through the back hatch in only 13 out of 285 

trials where it was available (4,6%).  

Raw data on all trial outcomes is available in Appendix 3. Due to size considerations, the raw 

behavior coding sheets were not included. 

5.1.2 Effect of Test Condition on Post-test Control Performance 
Box Interaction in PC Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Yes 11 trials 11 trials 24 trials 
No 2 trials 2 trials 0 trials 

 

The refusal to interact with the test apparatus in the last control trial of the session has been 

observed only in the trials following one of the both test conditions. However, the Freeman-

Halton’s exact probability test (N = 50) only yielded a p-value of 0.0649, indicating that this 

difference is beyond the threshold of significance (although only barely so).  
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5.1.3 Effect of Alternative Solution Knowledge on ‘Blocked Drawer’ Success 
Retrieved Reward in BD Knowledge No Knowledge 
Yes 3 trials 1 trial 
No 5 trials 4 trials 

 
3 out of 4 participants that retrieved the reward in the blocked drawer condition have discovered 

and opened the back hatch before the blocked drawer test trial. However, the one-tailed Fisher’s 

exact probability test (N = 13) yielded a p-value 0.4895, indicating no statistical significance. 

 

5.2 Coded behavior 

5.2.1 Box interactions: drawer 
Test Condition Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Mean Interaction Time 39.577 ± 19.365 s 6.846 ± 5.910 s 5.895 ± 3.142 s 

 

The mean of total interaction time with the drawer was determined to differ statistically 

significantly between different test conditions (F(1.130, 13.562) = 21.032, p < 0.000). Further post 

hoc tests showed that the blocked drawer condition elicited a strong, statistically significant 

increase in drawer interaction time in comparison to both the control (p < 0.000) and the no reward 

(p < 0.000) conditions. The interaction time in the latter two conditions was found not to be 

significantly different (p = 0.575). 

 
5.2.2 Box interactions: looking inside 
Test Condition Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Mean Interaction Time 0.000 ± 0.000s 4.769 ± 3.876 s 1.574 ± 1.243 s 

 

The time spent looking inside of the box apparatus differed significantly across and between all of 

the test conditions (F(1.130, 13.557) = 13.357, p = 0.002). Zero such interactions have been 

recorded in the blocked drawer condition, which is significantly different from the no reward 

condition (p = 0.001), and from control as well (p = 0.001). Additionally, the no reward condition 

elicits the most of looking into the box, significantly more than the control (p = 0.019). 
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5.2.3 Box interactions: hatch 
Test Condition Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Mean Interaction Time 0.154 ± 0.555 s 4.308 ± 4.544 s 3.909 ± 4.398 s 

 

The differences across different conditions in interaction with the hatch on the box were also found 

the be significant, although just barely so (F(1.297, 15.568) = 4.287, p = 0.047). The blocked 

drawer is again the condition where the mean interaction time is significantly different from the 

no reward condition (p = 0.006) and from control (p = 0.010). However, there is no significant 

difference between mean hatch interaction times between those two (p = 0.850). 

 

5.2.4 Box interactions: other 
Test Condition Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Mean Interaction Time 1.423 ± 3.006 s 2.731 ± 3.580 s 1.073 ± 1.527 s 

 

Mean interaction times of all other box-oriented behaviors are not statistically significantly 

different from condition to condition (F(1.515, 18.185) = 1.420, p = 0.262). In control, mean 

interaction time appears to be lower than in blocked drawer and no reward conditions, but that is 

not significant, of course (p = 0.652 and p = 0.128, respectively), nor is the interaction time 

difference between both test conditions (p = 0.325). 

 

5.2.5 Self-directed behavior 
Test Condition Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Mean Duration 3.577 ± 9.237 s 6.000 ± 10.661 s 4.453 ± 6.914 s 

 

The mean duration of self-directed behavior appears to be consistent across all three conditions 

(F(1.233, 14.799) = 0.269, p = 0.661). It is lowest in the blocked drawer condition with no 

significant difference from either control (p = 0.583) nor from the no reward conditions (p = 0.560), 

in which it’s the highest, but also insignificantly different from control (p = 0.695). 
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5.2.6 Environment-directed behavior 
Test Condition Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Mean Duration 0.000 ± 0.000 s 2.615 ± 1.074 s 3.856 ± 2.475 s 

 

The differences in mean duration of environment-directed behavior are statistically very 

significant (F(1.467, 17.606) = 7.264, p = 0.009) across the test conditions, however this can likely 

be attributed to the fact that no such behavior has been recorded in the blocked drawer condition. 

Indeed, as the ‘no reward’ and control appear to have insignificantly different means (p = 0.342), 

they are both significantly different from the zero mean of the blocked drawer condition (p = 0.031 

for ‘no reward’ and p < 0.000 for control). 

 

5.2.7 Flying 
Test Condition Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Mean Duration 0.769 ± 1.522 s 1.308 ± 1.678 s 2.821 ± 1.921 s 

 

Finally, flying is another behavior which differs significantly across test conditions (F(1.907, 

22.887) = 8.381, p = 0.002). Post hoc tests indicate that this is due to a very significant increase in 

mean duration of flying in the control condition compared to ‘blocked drawer’ (p = 0.001) and ‘no 

reward’ (p = 0.019). The difference between the both test conditions remains insignificant though 

(p = 0.332). 
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5.3 Notes on Experimental Anomalies 
During testing, the following anomalies or departures from experimental plan occurred and should 
be noted: 

• Adele and Rufus were a breeding pair involved in the pilot study which at first did not 
include the 4th control session. They had been transferred off the research station shortly 
after participating, so I was unable to perform it afterwards; 

• Astrid’s 2nd control session lasted only 3 trials as the handle of the drawer came loose in 
the fourth. This had been incorrectly labelled and the session was not repeated; 

• George was accidentally administered 5 control trials prior to test condition in the 3rd 
session; 

I have decided that these anomalies have little effect on the overall validity of the data and these 
subjects’ data was treated as normal. 

 
Figure 8: A graphical display of box interaction results; note the large variances in data 
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Figure 9: Mean durations of non-box-oriented behaviors; note the duration reduction in the 
blocked drawer condition 
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6 Discussion 
Despite the fact that frustration can be observed across the animal kingdom, very little, if any 

research has been done in a way that approached the subject matter holistically in terms of available 

theoretical insight. To my knowledge, this had been the first empirical study testing both for 

persistence effects and for role of arbitrariness in elicited frustration responses.  

First and foremost, it should be noted that I’ve chosen not to interpret frustration as an emotional 

response in the empirical part of this work, for two main reasons; the first being that I simply do 

no need it to test my hypothesis, observing behavioral responses suffices and is arguably more 

objective (as it is not subject to interpretation of observed behavior, and possible 

anthropomorphism to creep in). Secondly, many ethologists and cognitive biologists argue that 

study of emotions in animals necessitates use of physiological measures (Désiré, 2002) – for 

example collection of saliva, blood, or stool samples, or perhaps the use of IR cameras. The 

simplest way to avoid such criticism is to simply avoid the concept of emotions as internal events. 

That is not to say that emotions were not present, my methodology just lacked empirical tools to 

detect and classify them. 

This does not reduce the study’s validity for psychology, however. If a comparable study were 

performed on human subjects, behavioral should still be preferred over self-reports, as self-

reporting frustration could again conceal the differences in affect (Pastore, 1952; Cohen, 1955). 

6.1 Verdict on The Distinction Hypothesis 
First and foremost, the empirical results showed very strong support for the distinction hypothesis. 

Comparing the behavior in the no reward and control conditions in terms of interactions with the 

box shows a very distinct pattern of behavior between both conditions (Table 8). This is mostly 

explainable by the very strong pattern shown in the blocked drawer condition: when trying to open 

the drawer when it was locked, a very distinct pattern of pulling on the drawer edges and handle 

emerged.  

This is also apparent in the analysis results: the statistically significant strong increase in the drawer 

interaction comes at a cost of all other measured behaviors, including non-box related (Table 9). 

The observed behavior corresponds strongly to the concept of response persistence (Wong, 1979). 

Consistent with the expectations of response persistence, but contrary to my own expectations the 
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ravens showed less exploration and a much lower variability of behavior, which was detrimental 

to their success in retrieving the food reward. The participants with prior knowledge had better 

success in the blocked drawer condition (see 6.1.3), and although this result was insignificant, that 

might also be attributed be to the very small sample size. 

The no reward condition, on the other side, showed very little behavioral effect. The violated 

expectancy of food reward only impacted the ravens’ tendency to look into the box, which 

happened in virtually all of the cases. In all of the other behavioral measures, the no reward 

condition showed almost identical results to control, suggesting that not receiving a food reward 

might not be frustrating to the participants at all. Interpreting why that is is difficult, but it could 

be attributed to either satiation, the interaction with the box being the reward, experimental design 

shortcomings, or even simply to a low sample size of participants. 

I will return to the former possibilities a bit later, and focus first the latter (the low sample size). 

In addition to significantly increased peeking into box interior, we can note a slight increase in 

‘other’ interactions with the box (which consist of pecking, pushing and pulling the test apparatus) 

and a reduction in flying (implying that ravens spent more time interacting with the box on the 

ground). While these are not statistically significant differences, they could hypothetically be 

attributed to frustration or perhaps characterized as exploration and goal persistence (Wong, 

1979). 

I assert that this last point is of importance and that this study might have implications in future 

research based on the Frustration-Exploration hypothesis. While Wong defines and describes both 

response and goal persistence, he does not offer an explanation for when does frustration lead to 

one, and when to the other, or why. To study this, perhaps an experimental approach in which the 

expectancies violated should be considered (the distinction hypothesis being an example of such 

an approach). 

6.2 Comparison with the Wild Fox Squirrel Study 
Given that the study closest in experimental design to this work, is the one it was based on 

(Delgado & Jacobs, 2016), it may be prudent to compare results with it. However, such comparison 

is limited, most importantly, due to a different study species. While fox squirrels signal using tail 

twitches frequently during their interactions with the environment, signaling behavior in ravens is 

different. It is much more sparse and decoupled from other interaction behaviors (Bugnyar & 
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Kotrschal, 2001), which I could also observe in coding the behavior (for example, there were no 

occasions where a raven would fluff up its feathers or vocalize and interact with the box at the 

same time – none of the behaviors defined in the ethogram ever occurred concurrently). 

Nevertheless, in the most basic possible comparison, I can show that patterns of behavior change 

when participants are faced with either test condition compared to control, indicating a strong 

change in patterns in the blocked drawer condition (Delgado & Jones’s paper does not describe 

whether the change in behavior was significant in the no reward condition). 

Unlike in the squirrels, I did not notice significant differences in arousals (which I expect would 

mainly manifest itself through self-directed behaviors). 

Lastly, the effects of test conditions on post-test control trials were also different. In the squirrels, 

the authors noted no difference between control and blocked drawer conditions in their effect on 

squirrels’ willingness to participate in these trials. However, a sharp reduction of cooperation after 

the individuals were faced with the no reward condition has been noted, indicating that the reward 

expectancy violation had a big effect.  

In comparison with ravens, an identical reduction in post-test trial interest has been noted between 

the two test conditions (in comparison to control), but it wasn’t a strong one. Most ravens exposed 

to a test condition still opted to interact with the test apparatus in the post-test trial condition. 

Of course, it should be noted that squirrels were tested in the wild, while ravens were confined to 

the experimental chamber for the duration of the experiment, a possibly strong factor influencing 

the higher retention rate. 

6.3 Statistical considerations 
The data collected could have been analyzed in many different ways. This is among the first ones 

to use an experimental design accounting for both illegitimate causes and persistence, and 

arguably the first to compare frustration responses between themselves. Therefore, I opted for 

more basic statistics to extract results, as they sufficed for my hypothesis. It is worth noting, 

however, that with more complex statistical models (accounting for random effects with mixed 

models and studying behavior distributions instead of just duration means, for example), more 

complex questions could be answered as well. 
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Additionally, common ravens show a huge variation of typical behaviors (or behavioral 

phenotypes) from one another, and direct comparison between them might not be appropriate 

(Stöwe & Kotrschal, 2007). In this work, I used a relatively primitive method of grouping together 

certain behaviors in two large categories (see Table 5), which was partly for simplicity and partly 

due to relatively low sample sizes. 

It could be argued that such an approach conflates a wide range of very different behaviors and 

masks potential differences that arise in individual ones. To account for this, I also ran the tests 

without any grouping of behaviors, using the same statistical methods. It turned out that with 

ungrouped data I didn’t get any statistically significant differences at all (see Figure 10, Table 6 

and Table 7 in Appendix 2).  Even if any statistically significant differences would have arisen, 

their validity might have been questionable; after all, running statistical tests 12 times as opposed 

to only 2 greatly increases chances of making a Type 1 error.  

A smarter approach to this problem might be to reduce and categorize a specific individuals’ 

behaviors through methods like the Principal Component Analysis or Factor Analysis (Fabrigar et 

al., 1999). However, my grouping approach sufficed for the purposes of this work. 

6.3 Other considerations 

6.3.1 Satiation 
My experimental setup was not without factors that were harder to control for, among them perhaps 

the most important had been the issue of satiation. The policy at the Haidlhof research station is to 

keep animals fed and have them retain their normal weight. In addition to that, ravens are (like all 

corvids), a caching species (Bugnyar & Kotrschal, 2002), hiding and burying the surplus of food 

for later consumption. Although food leftovers are usually collected by the animal keeper staff, 

the hidden caches are not, and this assures that our captive ravens rarely go hungry. If participants 

are satiated, they might not get frustrated by the absence of a food reward. 

I tried to time the experiments to occur just before feeding, however this was sometimes difficult 

and dependent on many factors (raven mood, weather, presence of disruptive elements, etc.). 

Nevertheless, most individuals would often still be willing to participate in the trials even shortly 

after feeding. The assumption is that this is due to higher desirability of the treats used as food 

rewards in comparison to their daily feed. 
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6.3.2 Box interaction as play 
However, I cannot exclude the possibility that interacting with the box might be a reward by itself 

for at least certain ravens. Common ravens are a highly playful species (Heinrich & Smolker, 

1998) and given that the box might be a relatively novel or infrequently seen stimuli for the captive 

ravens, it is at least plausible to assume that interaction and manipulation of the box (or perhaps 

just pulling out the drawer) might be stimulating for participants even in absence of any food 

reward. This is an alternative explanation that could invalidate at least the no reward condition of 

this experiment (or explain the small differences in comparison with control), but it is also 

incredibly challenging to prove or disprove (Jerolmack, 2009).  
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7 Conclusion 
In this work I have presented the major theoretical frameworks dealing with frustration in both the 

field psychology and the field of ethology. I have summarized how these two disciplines 

conceptualize and study the phenomena of frustration. Psychology has a well-defined concept of 

‘illegitimate causes’, explaining how different causes of frustration elicit different behavioral 

responses, while ethology offers the concept of persistence, an empirically verifiable, but untested 

framework offering an explanation for the adaptive value of frustration. 

The value of this work is that it showed how future studies on frustration could adopt a more 

interdisciplinary approach and combine the theoretical foundations from both psychology and 

ethology in order to increase explanatory power of observed behavior, both in terms of their causes, 

as well as in terms of possible function. The central statement is the distinction hypothesis, for 

which I found empirical support. It asserts that frustration responses will differ based on violation 

of reinforcement expectancy, and that perhaps these different responses should be conceptualized 

differently. 

One of the shortcomings of my study was perhaps the inability to produce reliable empirical 

evidence of frustration’s link to novel problem solving, possibly owing to my conservative 

approach to the distinction hypothesis (or perhaps due to a lack of such link).  

As I tried to combine many aspects of frustration into a single study, the next steps forward, or 

rather, the direction in which future research on the subject could go, is not narrowly defined. The 

study could be replicated with a larger sample size of participants to increase its statistical power, 

or perhaps with another species, to see whether its results can be generalized across the animal 

kingdom.  

In conclusion, the distinction hypothesis appears to be of theoretical value, and should be taken in 

consideration in future frustration studies. 
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Appendix 1: Timeline 
 
The idea was for this work was conceived in late October 2015 and work on it was finished in 

September 2016. 

 
 

October 2015: Proposed the research question idea and started a 
preliminary literature review. 

November – December 2015: Devised the experimental design, built the box apparatus, 
started with animal training at Haidlhof. 

January – February 2016: Finished training and conducted a pilot study on 3 
subjects. Minor experimental design tweaks.3 

March – April 2016: Literature review and writing the thesis concept. 

May 2016: Submitted the thesis concept for approval. 

May – August 2016: Further literature review and experimental data 
collection. 

Mid-August – September 2016: Data analysis and thesis writing. 

  

                                                
 
3 Pilot study subjects were Adele, Astrid and Rufus. Design tweaks include a more robust ethogram 
and addition of the 4th experimental control session. 
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Appendix 2: Non-Box-Oriented Behaviors Expanded 
 

 

 
Figure 10: Mean durations of non-box-oriented behavior expanded:4 the seven left-most behaviors 
fall into the group of self-directed behaviors, the remaining five into the environment-directed; 
notice the very large variance in data due to small sample sizes 

                                                
 
4 Flying is intentionally left out of this chart due to space considerations. It is already fully 
represented in Figure 9. 
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Table 6: Mean durations of self-directed behaviors over the three different trial conditions, none 
of the differences per behavior are statistically significant 

Behavior Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Beak brushing 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.331 ± 0.921 s 0.544 ± 1.349 s 
Dominance display 0.500 ± 1.802 s 2.230 ± 8.043 s 1.601 ± 4.555 s 
Drinking water 0.538 ± 1.376 s 0.346 ± 0.851 s 0.342 ± 0.961 s 
Eating food 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.460 ± 1.663 s 0.388 ± 1.811 s 
Fluffing up 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.192 ± 0.693 s 0.082 ± 0.634 s  
Preening 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.093 ± 1.703 s 
Singing 2.541 ± 9.153 s 2.543 ± 7.996 s  2.612 ± 7.129 s 

 

Table 7: Mean durations of environment-directed behaviors over the three different trial 
conditions, none of the differences per behavior are statistically significant 

Behavior Blocked Drawer No Reward Control 
Caching / Digging 0.000 ± 0.000 s 1.500 ± 4.051 s 1.509 ± 3.837 s 
Environment int. 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.101 ± 2.006 s 
Researcher interaction 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.243 ± 1.842 s 
Wall interaction 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.423 ± 1.037 s 0.839 ± 1.948 s 
Wire mesh interaction 0.000 ± 0.000 s 0.692 ± 1.332 s 0.679 ± 1.524 s 
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Appendix 3: Trial outcomes (raw data) 
 

Subject Session Trial Condition RewardedThrough BoxInteraction HatchDiscovered Duration 
Adele 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 82.0 
Adele 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.5 
Adele 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.5 
Adele 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.5 
Adele 1.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True False 133.0 
Adele 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.5 
Adele 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.5 
Adele 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 72.0 
Adele 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 72.0 
Adele 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 73.5 
Adele 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.5 
Adele 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 73.5 
Adele 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 90.0 
Adele 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 88.5 
Adele 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 90.0 
Adele 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 87.5 
Adele 3.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER NaN True True 259.0 
Adele 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL NaN True True 138.0 
Aramis 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 67.5 
Aramis 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.5 
Aramis 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 112.5 
Aramis 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.5 
Aramis 1.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True False 196.5 
Aramis 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.5 
Aramis 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.0 
Aramis 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.0 
Aramis 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.0 
Aramis 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 68.0 
Aramis 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 87.0 
Aramis 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 75.0 
Aramis 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 72.0 
Aramis 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 68.0 
Aramis 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 66.5 
Aramis 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 68.0 
Aramis 3.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER NaN True False 194.0 
Aramis 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.5 
Aramis 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 68.0 
Aramis 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 70.5 
Aramis 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.5 
Aramis 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 66.5 
Aramis 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 70.0 
Aramis 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 77.0 
Astrid 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.0 
Astrid 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.0 
Astrid 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 82.5 
Astrid 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 70.0 
Astrid 1.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER HATCH True True 238.0 
Astrid 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL HATCH True True 88.5 
Astrid 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 76.0 
Astrid 2.0 2.0 CONTROL HATCH True True 127.0 
Astrid 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 101.0 
Astrid 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 76.5 
Astrid 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 73.5 
Astrid 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 71.0 
Astrid 3.0 4.0 CONTROL HATCH True True 73.0 
Astrid 3.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True True 212.0 
Astrid 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL NaN False True 133.0 
Astrid 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 78.5 
Astrid 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 69.0 
Astrid 4.0 3.0 CONTROL HATCH True True 76.0 
Astrid 4.0 4.0 CONTROL HATCH True True 99.0 
Astrid 4.0 5.0 CONTROL HATCH True True 112.5 
Astrid 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 89.0 
Bobby 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 72.0 
Bobby 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 67.0 
Bobby 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 69.0 
Bobby 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 71.5 
Bobby 1.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER HATCH True True 292.5 
Bobby 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 84.0 
Bobby 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 158.5 
Bobby 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
Bobby 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 79.5 
Bobby 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 69.5 
Bobby 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 73.0 
Bobby 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 76.0 
Bobby 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 71.0 
Bobby 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 85.5 
Bobby 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 68.5 
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Subject Session Trial Condition RewardedThrough BoxInteraction HatchDiscovered Duration 
Bobby 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 73.5 
Bobby 3.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True True 207.5 
Bobby 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.0 
Bobby 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.0 
Bobby 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.0 
Bobby 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 80.5 
Bobby 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 74.5 
Bobby 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.5 
Bobby 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 82.0 
George 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 84.0 
George 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.0 
George 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.0 
George 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.0 
George 1.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True False 204.5 
George 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL NaN False False 227.5 
George 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 68.0 
George 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 64.5 
George 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 77.0 
George 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 69.0 
George 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 65.5 
George 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 86.5 
George 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 67.5 
George 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 64.5 
George 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 66.5 
George 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 68.0 
George 3.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 113.0 
George 3.0 6.0 BLOCKED DRAWER HATCH True True 390.0 
George 3.0 7.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 96.5 
George 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
George 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 94.5 
George 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.0 
George 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 94.0 
George 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 68.5 
George 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 74.5 
Joey 1.0 1.0 CONTROL HATCH True True 87.5 
Joey 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 75.0 
Joey 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 80.5 
Joey 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 87.5 
Joey 1.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True True 194.0 
Joey 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 84.0 
Joey 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.0 
Joey 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 76.5 
Joey 2.0 3.0 CONTROL HATCH True True 84.5 
Joey 2.0 4.0 CONTROL HATCH True True 76.5 
Joey 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 78.5 
Joey 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 80.0 
Joey 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.5 
Joey 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 79.0 
Joey 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 89.0 
Joey 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.5 
Joey 3.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER NaN True True 200.0 
Joey 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 78.0 
Joey 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 82.0 
Joey 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 69.5 
Joey 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 66.0 
Joey 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 74.0 
Joey 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
Joey 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 66.0 
Louise 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 76.0 
Louise 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 75.0 
Louise 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 80.5 
Louise 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.5 
Louise 1.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER NaN True False 228.5 
Louise 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 80.0 
Louise 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 69.5 
Louise 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 65.0 
Louise 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.0 
Louise 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.0 
Louise 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.0 
Louise 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.0 
Louise 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 75.5 
Louise 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 76.0 
Louise 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 110.5 
Louise 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 80.0 
Louise 3.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True False 147.0 
Louise 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.0 
Louise 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 131.0 
Louise 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 78.0 
Louise 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 66.5 
Louise 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 75.0 
Louise 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.0 
Louise 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 89.0 
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Subject Session Trial Condition RewardedThrough BoxInteraction HatchDiscovered Duration 
Martha 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 97.0 
Martha 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 69.5 
Martha 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 78.0 
Martha 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 76.5 
Martha 1.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER NaN True False 196.0 
Martha 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.5 
Martha 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 69.5 
Martha 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.5 
Martha 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 97.0 
Martha 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 75.0 
Martha 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 68.0 
Martha 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.0 
Martha 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.0 
Martha 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 72.5 
Martha 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 84.5 
Martha 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 78.0 
Martha 3.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True False 132.5 
Martha 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 72.5 
Martha 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 75.0 
Martha 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 79.0 
Martha 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 69.5 
Martha 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 98.5 
Martha 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 93.0 
Martha 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 70.5 
Munia 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 82.5 
Munia 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.5 
Munia 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.0 
Munia 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 107.0 
Munia 1.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER NaN True False 210.0 
Munia 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL NaN False False 135.5 
Munia 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 78.5 
Munia 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 76.5 
Munia 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 69.0 
Munia 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 103.5 
Munia 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 97.0 
Munia 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 86.5 
Munia 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 80.0 
Munia 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 66.0 
Munia 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 70.5 
Munia 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 69.5 
Munia 3.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True False 193.0 
Munia 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 77.0 
Munia 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 64.5 
Munia 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
Munia 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 80.0 
Munia 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
Munia 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 93.0 
Munia 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 68.5 
Nobel 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 76.5 
Nobel 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.5 
Nobel 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 73.0 
Nobel 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 75.5 
Nobel 1.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True True 191.5 
Nobel 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 73.0 
Nobel 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 103.5 
Nobel 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
Nobel 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 82.5 
Nobel 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 79.0 
Nobel 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 78.5 
Nobel 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 74.5 
Nobel 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 73.0 
Nobel 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 71.5 
Nobel 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.5 
Nobel 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.0 
Nobel 3.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER NaN True True 416.0 
Nobel 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 69.5 
Nobel 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 67.5 
Nobel 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 66.0 
Nobel 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 66.5 
Nobel 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
Nobel 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.0 
Nobel 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 75.5 
Paul 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.5 
Paul 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.5 
Paul 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.5 
Paul 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 71.5 
Paul 1.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER NaN True True 190.5 
Paul 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 74.5 
Paul 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.5 
Paul 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.5 
Paul 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.0 
Paul 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 74.5 
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Subject Session Trial Condition RewardedThrough BoxInteraction HatchDiscovered Duration 
Paul 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 69.5 
Paul 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.5 
Paul 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 75.5 
Paul 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.0 
Paul 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 103.5 
Paul 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 76.0 
Paul 3.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True True 185.5 
Paul 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.5 
Paul 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 67.5 
Paul 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 68.0 
Paul 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.0 
Paul 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 73.0 
Paul 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 66.5 
Paul 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 68.0 
Rocky 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.5 
Rocky 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 77.5 
Rocky 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
Rocky 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 69.0 
Rocky 1.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True True 190.0 
Rocky 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 82.0 
Rocky 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
Rocky 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 75.5 
Rocky 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.0 
Rocky 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 74.5 
Rocky 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 79.5 
Rocky 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 281.5 
Rocky 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 75.0 
Rocky 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 69.0 
Rocky 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 78.0 
Rocky 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 70.5 
Rocky 3.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER NaN True True 244.5 
Rocky 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True True 71.0 
Rocky 4.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 127.5 
Rocky 4.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 67.0 
Rocky 4.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 72.0 
Rocky 4.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 68.0 
Rocky 4.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 79.5 
Rocky 4.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True True 71.0 
Rufus 1.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 68.5 
Rufus 1.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 74.5 
Rufus 1.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 75.0 
Rufus 1.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 77.5 
Rufus 1.0 5.0 NO REWARD NaN True False 195.5 
Rufus 1.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.5 
Rufus 2.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 85.0 
Rufus 2.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 81.5 
Rufus 2.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 76.0 
Rufus 2.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 80.0 
Rufus 2.0 5.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 82.5 
Rufus 2.0 6.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 73.5 
Rufus 3.0 1.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 71.0 
Rufus 3.0 2.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 75.0 
Rufus 3.0 3.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 70.5 
Rufus 3.0 4.0 CONTROL DRAWER True False 69.0 
Rufus 3.0 5.0 BLOCKED DRAWER HATCH True False 177.5 
Rufus 3.0 6.0 POST-CONTROL DRAWER True False 88.5 
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Appendix 4: Master Thesis Summary in Slovenian Language 
 

POVZETEK MAGISTRSKEGA DELA V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU 
 

1 UVOD 
Frustracija je v psihologiji običajno definirana kot čustveni odziv na oviro ali preprečitev v 

doseganju želenega cilja, pogosto se jo povezuje z agresijo. Čeprav predvsem proučevana pri 

ljudeh, je vseprisotna v živalskem svetu, vsaj med vretenčarji (Vindas et al., 2014). Pri nečloveških 

živalih (od tu naprej samo »živalih«) jo proučuje etologija, ki frustracijo definira kot vedenjski 

odziv (v nasprotju s čustvenim). Kljub razlikama v definiciji obe disciplini več ali manj proučujeta 

isti fenomen, vendar obstajajo tudi druge pomembne razlike v njunih pristopih. Predlagano je bilo 

(Wong, 1979), da je takšna definicija morda preširoka in zaobjema dva podobna, vendar različna 

fenomena. 

1.1 Frustracija v človeški psihologiji 

V človeški psihologiji je hipoteza frustracija-agresija (angl. Frustration-aggression hypothesis) 

nedvomno najvidnejša teorija na temo frustracije; leta 1939 so jo predstavili Dollard et al., nato se 

jo je neprenehoma razvijalo še skozi preostanek 20. stoletja. Hipoteza opisuje frustracijo kot 

preprečitev ali oviro ob doseganju želenega cilja, ter kot prekurzor in vzrok agresije. Slednja naj 

bi bila po tej teoriji mehanizem za razreševanje ovir oziroma za katarzo (Lawson, 1965). 

Dollardova teorija je sicer skozi desetletja bila deležna precej kritike, vendar so njene osnovne 

definicije in trditve ostale do danes ostale več ali manj nespremenjene, z nekaj izjemami. 

Najpomembnejša med temi izjemami je morda Pastorejeva (1952) in nato tudi Cohenovo (1955) 

načelo nelegitimnih vzrokov, ki trdi, da frustracija vodi do agresije le v primerih, kjer je razlog 

frustracije prepoznan kot neupravičen ali naključen. 

Čeprav povezavo med frustrirajočimi situacijami in agresijo podpira precej empiričnih raziskav, 

je v psihologiji vendarle presenetljivo malo strinjanja glede celostne veljavnosti te teorije (Marcus-

Newhall, 2000). 
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Kot ena od zanimivosti je odnos psihologije do frustracije kot čustva. Teorija frustracija-agresija 

jo je strogo definirala kot zunanji dogodek, te izvirne formulacije pa se niso držala nadaljnja dela, 

ki na njej slonijo. Definicije se kar vrstijo, vse od notranjega dogodka organizmov pa do čustev 

(Amsel, 1958 oziroma Lewis, Haviland-Jones & Barrett, 2010). 

Zdi se, da je do te spremembe v pojmovanju prišlo zaradi samega empiričnega pristopa v 

preiskovanju frustracije, ki je v veliki meri slonelo na samoporočanju. Preiskovanci so tako 

frustracijo opisovali v svojih, subjektivnih izrazih in skoraj vedno kot neko negativno čustvo 

(Bandura, 1973). Empirični podatki so močno vplivali na bolj teoretska dela in pomembno je, da 

se zavedamo predpostavk implicitnih v raznoraznih pojmovanjih frustracije. 

Vrnimo se na primer za trenutek k načelu nelegitimnih vzrokov Pastoreja in Cohena: če bi 

frustracija bila definirana zgolj v smislu zunanjih vzrokov in izzvanih odzivov, bi se neupravičene 

vzroke, ki vodijo do agresije najbrž smatralo kot povsem drugo stvar kot upravičene vzroke, ki do 

nje ne vodijo. Tako pa je še vedno prisoten element samoporočanja frustracije kot čustva skupnega 

obema, zato potrebe po ločevanju definicij za potrebe psihologije tukaj ni. 

1.2 Frustracija v etologiji 

Raziskovalna disciplina etologije je, in v mnogih ozirih še vedno ostaja, zakoreninjena v tradiciji 

izključno vedenjskega raziskovanja (v nasprotju s sodobnejšo, kognitivistično paradigmo 

psihologije). To ima velik vpliv na njeno pojmovanje in raziskovanje čustev, vključno s frustracijo 

(Paul, Harding & Mendl, 2005). 

Bolj konkretno to pomeni, da večina etološke literature na temo čustev, tudi frustracije, slednje 

obravnava kot vedenjske odzive, hkrati pa je tudi precej poudarka na evolucijski oziroma 

adapcijski vrednosti takšnih odzivov. 

Raziskovanje frustracije pri živalih se je začelo na šimpanzih  (Finch, 1942), od takrat pa so se 

študije osredotočile tudi na podgane (Antonitis, 1955), golobe (Azrin et al., 1966), človeške otroke 

(Stifter & Grant, 1993), veverice (Delgado & Jones, 2016) in celo ribe (Vindas et al., 2014), ter 

pokazale, da je frustracija vseprisoten fenomen ne le pri sesalcih in pticah, temveč morda kar pri 

vseh vretenčarjih. 
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Vendar pa etološke raziskave navidezno nikoli ne upoštevajo načela nelegitimnih vzrokov in ne 

ločujejo med posameznimi vzroki frustracije, skoraj vedno za vzrok posežejo po izginotju hrane 

kot nagrade. Zasledil sem zgolj peščico študij, pri katerih so frustracijo skušali sprožiti z nerešljivo 

nalogo, vse narejene pri podganah; pri tem so slednje pokazale le malo agresije in precej 

ponavljanja vedenja. 

Kljub etološkemu pristopu k preučevanju vedenj kot evolucijsko koristnih lastnosti, pa do sedaj še 

ni bila ponujena ali empirično testirana nobena adapcijska vrednost frustracije. Vendarle pa je bilo 

na tem področju storjenega že precej teoretskega dela. Funkcijo frustracije je Wong (1979) skušal 

pojasniti s hipotezo frustracija-raziskovanje. V njej frustracijo predstavi kot afektivni mehanizem 

reševanja problemov in uvede pojem vztrajnosti, se pravi živalskega nadaljevanja iskanja poti do 

cilja tudi ob odsotnosti neposrednega nagrajevanja. Poudarja, da moramo ločevati med vztrajnostjo 

odzivov in vztrajnostjo ciljev. Pri prvi gre za velikokrat nekoristno ponavljanje vedno istih 

vedenjskih vzorcev, pri drugi pa za diverzifikacijo vedenjskih odzivov, ki vodi do raziskovanja in 

morebitnega odkritja kreativnih novih rešitev problema. Ideja pri tem je, da se živali v vsakdanjem 

življenju srečujejo s problemi, ki so si več ali manj podobni in če se določen odziv izkaže za 

neuspešnega, lahko že manjše prilagoditve pripeljejo do rešitve. 

Nedavno so etološke raziskave, opravljene na ščinkavcih (Tebbich, Sterelny & Teschke, 2010), 

hijenah (Benson-Amram & Holekamp, 2012) in surikatah (Thornton & Samson, 2012), pokazale 

povezavo med raznolikostjo raziskovalnih vedenj posameznega organizma in njegovo uspešnostjo 

pri (kreativnem) reševanju problemov – večja je raznolikost, večja je uspešnost, kar podpirajo tudi 

napovedi računskih modelov (Boussaïd, Lepagnot & Siarry, 2013). Te izsledki, v povezavi z idejo, 

da vztrajnost spodbuja diverzifikacijo in tvorjenje novih vedenj (Wong, 1979), dajejo precejšnjo 

težo naslednji trditvi: bistvena funkcija vztrajnosti je povečevanje organizmovega uspeha pri 

reševanju problemov. 

2 PROBLEM, HIPOTEZE IN CILJ 

2.1 Interdisciplinarni pristop 

Čeprav se psihološki in etološki pristop razlikujeta v svojih osnovnih pojmovanjih frustracije, pa 

zelo verjetno kljub tej razliki obe preučujeta isti fenomen. Temu navkljub pa trdim, da je definicija 

frustracije kot odziva na preprečitev v doseganju željenega cilja preširoka in bi morala vključevati 
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več konteksta. Če je načelo nelegitimnih vzrokov zares pomembno, potem sta s perspektive 

etologije pod definicijo frustracije zaobjeta dva različna fenomena. 

Potem je tu še vprašanje adapcijske vrednosti; da bi razumeli kako se je frustracija razvila, je 

najprej nujno razumeti, kako živalim pomaga pri preživetju. Psihologija ne nudi veliko razlag za 

instrumentalno funkcijo frustracije, hipoteza frustracija-agresija nudi le razlago za pomen 

frustracije v socialni domeni in še te trditve so empirično težko preverljive (Lawson, 1965; 

Anderson & Bushman, 2002). Čeprav se sodobna evolucijska psihologija precej ukvarja s funkcijo 

čustev, pa je frustracija v njej le malo preučevana (Lewis, Haviland-Jones & Barrett, 2010). Po 

drugi strani pa etologija že nudi obširen teoretski model, hipotezo frustracija-raziskovanje (Wong, 

1979), katere trditve so empirično preverljive (pa čeprav v praksi doslej le malokrat preverjene). 

Moj cilj v tej študiji, se je bil lotiti pojma frustracije holistično in združevalno, z vključitvijo 

teoretskega znanja in pomembnih konceptov tako iz psihologije (nelegitimni vzroki) in etologije 

(vztrajnost), in tak pristop preveriti empirično. 

2.2 Hipoteza razločevanja 

Da bi načelo nelegitimnih vzrokov lahko prenesel v etologijo, sem ga najprej moral formulirati v 

manj antropocentričnem pojmovanju. Trdim, da če pojem upravičenosti oziroma naključnosti 

prenesemo na njegov najbolj osnovni nivo, govorimo o kršitvah pričakovanj. Če žival za določeno 

uspešno opravljeno nalogo ne prejme nagrade, je kršeno njeno pričakovanje o nagradi, če pa 

naloge ne opravi uspešno, pa nenagrajenost takšnega pričakovanja ne krši. 

Če je kršitev pričakovanja zares primerljiva z načelom nelegitimnih vzrokov, potem bi morala biti 

ta tudi pomemben faktor, ki določa vrsto frustracijskega odziva. Zato postavljam hipotezo, ki jo 

imenujem hipoteza razločevanja in jo navajam tako:  

“Odziv živali na odsotnost nagrade za uspešno opravljeno opravilo je vedenjsko in funkcijsko 

drugačen od njihovega odziva na lastno nezmožnost opravljanja tega opravila.” 

2.3 Empirični pristop 

Dva glavna cilja moje raziskave sta bila ugotoviti ali hipoteza razločevanja drži, in ali morebitni 

frustracijski oziroma vztrajnostni odzivi igrajo kakšno vlogo pri reševanju problemov in učenju. 
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Empirični del sem zasnoval na študiji, ki sta jo izvedla Delgado & Jacobs (2016) na divjih 

severnoameriških vevericah (Sciurus niger). Veverice so v njej odpirale škatlo, da bi prišle do 

hrane v njeni notranjosti. V eksperimentalnem pogoju je bila bodisi hrana odstranjena, bodisi 

zamenjana s slabšo, bodisi škatla zaklenjena. Toda avtorja nista primerjala različnih testnih 

pogojev med seboj, temveč zgolj s kontrolim pogojem. In čeprav sta govorila o morebitnem vplivu 

vztrajnosti na kreativno reševanje problemov, tega empirično nista preverjala. 

Moja raziskava ni ponovitev njune, vendar pa je na njej še vedno močno osnovana. Izpustil sem 

pogoj slabše nagrade in dodal skrito, alternativno odprtje škatle, ki je vedno na voljo, tudi ko je ta 

zaklenjena. Izvedel sem jo z navadnimi krokarji (Corvus corax), eno izmed vrst, ki mi je bila na 

voljo na Univerzi na Dunaju. 

Navadne krokarje sem kot subjekt eksperimenta izbral iz treh poglavitnih razlogov. Prvič, zanje 

vemo, da se v nekaterih kompleksnih kognitivnih sposobnostih kosajo celo s primati (Güntürkün 

& Bugnyar, 2016). Drugič, raziskava, ki je še vedno v teku na raziskovalnem oddelku, kjer bom 

opravljal eksperiment, je bila precej uspešna pri vzbujanju širokega razpona čustev pri teh živalih. 

In končno tretjič, uspešna ponovitev študije veveric na nesesalski vrsti bi mi preko koncepta 

konvergentne evolucije omogočila, da imajo moji rezultati bolj splošno razlagalno vrednost v 

smislu adapcijske vrednosti frustracije in vztrajnosti. 

3 METODOLOGIJA IN ANALIZA PODATKOV 

3.1 Udeleženci 

Udeleženci raziskave so bili skupina 13ih v ujetništvu živečih navadnih krokarjev. Želel sem 

trenirati in testirati vseh 19 krokarjev na voljo na raziskovalni postaji Haidlhof, vendar se 

določenih posameznikov ni dalo uspešno natrenirati in potestirati v danem časovnem okviru. 

Vzorec vključuje 5 samcev in 8 samic med drugim in četrtim letom starosti. 

3.2 Lokacija 

Študija je bila izvedena na raziskovalni postaji Haidlhof v kraju Bad Vöslau na nižjeavstrijskem. 

Raziskovalna postaja je v lasti Univerze na Dunaju in Veterinarske univerze na Dunaju. Ptice tam 

živijo v aviarijih, ki so na prostem. 
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3.3 Oprema 

Naprava za preizkus je iz lesa (zavoljo neprozornosti in enostavnosti izdelave), in sicer gre za 

škatlo, privito na večjo desko za stabilnost. Dimenzije škatle so 10 x 10 x 15 cm in ima dve odprtini 

na nasprotujočih si straneh. V eni odprtini je predal, ki se ga da izvleči. Druga je pokrita z loputo, 

pritrjeno na vodoravno os, ki se jo da za dostop do notranjosti škatle bodisi povleči ven ali poriniti 

navznoter. Ko je loputa zaprta, ni vizualnih namigov, da obstaja. Oba mehanizma odpiranja se 

lahko blokira z uporabo vijakov, ki so na spodnji strani naprave. 

Eksperimenti so bili snemani s parom visokoločljivostnih kamer. Dodatno sem vedenjske podatke 

zbiral z diktafonom in s štoparico. 

3.4 Postopek 

3.4.1 Trening 

Preden so se eksperimenti lahko začeli, je bilo potrebno udeležence naučiti odpiranja škatle. Med 

treningom je bila loputa privita in je ni mogoče bilo odkriti ponesreči,  odpreti se je jo je dalo zgolj 

s predalom. Krokarji so izjemno neofobična vrsta (Kijne & Kotrschal, 2002), kar pomeni, da je 

prvi korak bila habituacija na nov predmet. Ko se enkrat škatli začeli približevati, sem jih ločil in 

treninge z njimi izvajal posamezno. Te so potekali tako, da sem na predal postavljal brikete suhe 

mačje hrane (zaželjen priboljšek za krokarje), nato pa ga postopoma potiskal vedno globje v škatlo. 

Na določeni točki so predal morali izvleči, da so prišli do priboljška. Ko je udeleženec večkrat 

lahko 10-krat zapovrstjo odprl predal, sem ga smatral za treniranega. Trening je bil daleč najbolj 

časovno potraten del študije in je trajal vsega skupaj okoli 150 ur. 

3.4.2 Testiranje 

Vsak udeleženec je šel skozi štiri eksperimentalne seanse, največ eno na dan. Druga in četrta sta 

bili sestavljeni samo iz šestih kontrolnih poskusov, medtem ko sta imali prva in tretja štiri 

»predtestne« kontrolne poskuse, nato testni poskus, ki mu je končno sledil še »potestni« kontrolni 

poskus. V kontrolnem poskusu je nagrada bila vedno prisotna in oba mehanizma odpiranja 

neblokirana. V testnem poskusu je veljal eden od dveh testnih pogojev; nagrada je odsotna ali 

predal zaklenjen. Vsak udeleženec je bil izpostavljen obema pogojema v naključnem vrstnem redu 

(najprej enemu v prvi seansi, nato drugemu v tretji). Če udeleženec ni bil uspešen v kakšnem 

kontrolnem poskusu (razen »potestnih«), se je celotna seansa prekinila in prestavila na kakšen drug 
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dan. Med poskusi sem zbiral vedenjske podatke (fizične interakcije s škatlo in okolico, 

vokalizacije, samousmerjena vedenja itn.) s sočasno uporabo kamer in diktafona. 

3.5 Kodiranje vedenja 

Da bi poskrbel za reproducibilnost in objektivnost študije sem strogo definiral različna vedenja 

udeležencev in jih zapisal v etogram. Po eksperimentih sem vedenje strogo v skladu z etogramom 

avdio- in videoposnetke zakodiral s programom Solomon Coder (različica 16.06.26) na temporalni 

ločljivosti pol sekunde. Zavoljo preglednosti in velike razpršenosti vedenj sem posamezno 

obravnaval le udeleženčeve interakcije s škatlo in letenje, vsa ostala vedenja pa kategoriziral kot 

bodisi samousmerjena bodisi usmerjena proti okolju. 

3.6 Statistična analiza 

Gole podatke iz Solomona sem sprocesiral v programskem jeziku Python in njegovem statističnem 

modulu Pandas, vendar so bili končni statistični testi pognani v okolju IBM SPPS. Binarne 

spremenljivke, ki so predstavljale izide posameznih poskusov sem uporabil za preverjanje učinka 

testnega pogoja na pripravljenost na sodelovanje v potestnem poskusu, in za preverjanje učinka 

predhodnega znanja o loputi na uspeh pri odpiranju škatle z blokiranim predalom. Za slednje sem 

zaradi majhnega vzorca uporabil Fisherjev test. 

Pri analizi vedenja sem najprej izluščil prvih 60 sekund vsakega poizkusa in kot merjene 

spremenljivke jemal trajanje posameznih vedenj v tem času. Te sem za vsakega udeleženca 

povprečil čez različne testne pogoje oziroma poskuse. Nato sem preveril vpliv testnega pogoja na 

vsako vedenje z enosmernim ANOVA testom s ponavljanjem in uporabil Bonferronijevo korekcijo 

za post hoc teste. 

4 REZULTATI IN DISKUSIJA 
V 50 eksperimentalnih seansah je bilo izvedenih 298 poizkusov. Testi nad binarnimi 

spremenljivkami niso bili statistično značilni, čeprav je bil v podatkih prisoten učinek zmanjšanja 

sodelovanja krokarjev po obeh testnih pogojih, in prisoten učinek predhodnega znanja o loputi na 

uspeh odpiranja škatle pri blokiranem predalu. Pri vedenju so se pojavile statistično značilne 

razlike v interakcijah s škatlo glede na testni pogoj, in sicer tako med obema pogojema, kot tudi v 

primerjavi vsakega s kontrolo. Pri pogoju blokiranega predala se je drastično povečala interakcija 
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s predalom, na račun vseh ostalih interakcij s škatlo (kar nakazuje na vztrajnost odziva). Pogoj 

odsotnosti nagrade se je od kontrole razlikoval zgolj v povečanem gledanju v škatlo. 

Menim, da je bila to prva raziskava, ki je vključevala tako koncept nelegitimnih vzrokov iz 

psihologije kot koncept vztrajnosti iz etologije. Poudariti je treba, da sem se pri njej odločil, da 

frustracije ne interpretiram kot čustveni, temveč zgolj kot vedenjski odziv. Določen del etologije 

namreč zatrjuje da so za merjenje čustev pri živalih potrebne fiziološke meritve (Désiré, 2002), ki 

pri meni niso bile prisotne. Vendar pa takšno pojmovanje frustracije za moje namene niti ni bilo 

potrebno. 

Empirični rezultati so pokazali zelo močno podporo hipotezi razločevanja in viden je bil zelo jasen 

razkorak med pogojem blokiranega predala in pogojem odsotnosti nagrade. Medtem ko je blokiran 

predal vzbudil zelo močno vztrajnost odziva, pa krokarji niso kazali statistično značilnega vzorca 

frustracije. Kljub temu so bile zaznane razlike v vedenju v primerjavi s kontrolo – krokarji so več 

časa kljuvali, vlekli in porivali škatlo naokrog, značilno več časa gledali vanjo in manj časa letali 

(torej ostali pri škatli). Morda bi se z večjim vzorcem udeležencev pokazal vzorec vztrajnosti cilja 

(in tako raziskovanja oz. afektivnega iskanja alternativnih rešitev), vendar pa tega ni mogoče 

zanesljivo pokazati. 

Rezultate moje študije je težko primerjati s študijo veveric, vendar pa sem na najbolj osnovnem 

nivoju, tako kot oni, pokazal spremembo in vpliv testnega pogoja na vedenje v primerjavi s 

kontrolo. V nasprotju z njimi pa nisem zabeležil razlik v samo- ali okoljsko usmerjenih vedenjih. 

Zbrane podatke bi se dalo analizirati tudi bolj podrobno, z bolj premišljenim statističnim 

pristopom. Za mojo hipotezo so moje metode povsem zadostovale, verjetno pa bi se rezultate dalo 

izboljšati z upoštevanjem verjetnosti naključnih efektov in posameznih osebnostnih razlik med 

udeleženci, ki so pri krokarjih lahko zelo velike (Stöwe & Kotrschal, 2007). 

Končno, ne moremo odmisliti dveh pomembnih faktorjev, ki sta nemara vplivala na motivacijo 

udeležencev in posledično na rezultate. Prvi faktor je sitost, saj so živali na naši raziskovalni postaji 

vzdrževane na normalni telesni teži in redno hranjene. Med testiranjem tako pogosto niso bili lačni, 

motivacija nagrade zgolj ko priboljška pa je nemara pomenila, da je neprejetje nagrade manj 

frustrirajoče, kot bi bilo sicer. 
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Podobno se tudi ne da izključiti dejstva, da so krokarji vrsta, ki se zelo pogosto zateka k igri, tudi 

med odraslimi posamezniki (Heinrich & Smolker, 1998) in da je tako že sama priložnost 

interakcije s škatlo lahko samo po sebi nagrada. V kolikor bi to bilo res, bi najbrž deloma 

razveljavilo določene dele te študije, a je igro težko empirično bodisi pokazati bodisi ovreči 

(Jerolmack, 2009). 

5 ZAKLJUČEK 
V tem delu sem predstavil dva večja teoretska okvira, ki se ukvarjata s frustracijo, enega iz 

psihologije in enega iz etologije. Povzel sem tudi, kako te dve disciplini pojmujeta in proučujeta 

fenomen frustracije. V psihologiji obstaja dobro definiran koncep 'nelegitimnih vzrokov', ki 

pojasnjuje kako različni vzroki frustracije povzročajo različne vedenjske odzive, medtem ko 

etologija nudi koncept vztrajnosti; empirično preverljiv, a v praksi nepreverjen teoretski okvir, ki 

nudi razlago za adaptabilno vrednost frustracije. 

Vrednost tega dela je v tem, da je pokazalo, kako bi prihodnje raziskave na temo frustracije k tej 

lahko pristopile bolj interdisciplinarno in združile teoretske osnove tako iz psihologije kot iz 

etologije. S tem bi povečale razlagalno moč opazovanega vedenja, tako v smislu vzrokov vedenja, 

kot tudi njegovih morebitnih funkcij. Osrednja trditev mojega dela je hipoteza razločevanja, za 

katero sem našel empirično podporo. S to hipotezo zatrjujem, da so frustracijskih odzivi drugačni 

glede na to, ali je pričakovanje nagrade oziroma nagrajenosti kršeno ali ne. Trdim tudi, da bi te 

medsebojno različne odzive morda morali pojmovati različno. 

V študiji na žalost nisem mogel pokazati zanesljive povezave med frustracijo, vztrajnostjo in 

kreativnim reševanjem problemov, bodisi zaradi preveč konzervativnega pristopa, bodisi zaradi 

morebitne odstotnosti takšne povezave. Da bi lahko podali odgovor na ta problem, bi jo bilo 

smotrno ponoviti z morda večjim vzorcem, drugimi živalskimi vrstami, ali morebitnimi 

spremembami v eksperimentalnem načrtu. 


